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International law’s role in governing disasters is undergoing a formative
period in its development and reach, in parallel with concerted efforts by
the international community to respond more effectively to the
increasing number and intensity of disasters across the world. This
Research Handbook examines a broad range of legal regimes directly
and indirectly relevant to disaster prevention, mitigation and reconstruction across a spectrum of
natural and manmade disasters, including armed conflict.
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‘Relying on a stellar list of contributors, this Handbook attempts to define disasters and analyses
whether existing international law instruments adequately respond to disaster events in a range of
different scenarios. It goes further to interrogate the question of whether a new corpus of
international disaster law is evolving and what form it is likely to take. As such, it makes a timely
and expert contribution to the growing area of disaster law.’
– Rosemary Lyster, Sydney Law School, Australia
‘International disaster law is a field of growing importance in a world of rapid population growth and
climate change. Breau and Samuel have assembled an impressive group of authors, and the
broad coverage of the book will make it an invaluable addition to the literature on this vital topic.’
– Daniel Farber, University of California, Berkeley, US
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